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A Rectification to Believe In:
Maybe We Have a Decent Time for Mark Zuckerberg
by Sue Kientz
A while back I was tired of using a sunrise chart for Mark Zuckerberg and, poking around Astrodienst, I saw
that Kannon McAfee had rectified Zuck's natal to 10:04 p.m. I think this was October 2019 when the Facebook
founder was in a heated congressional session about the platform’s handling of political ads. This time of birth
had his progressed Moon of the hearing square his progressed nodes, which seemed a reasonable, explicable
figure for Zuckerberg’s predicament. So after the news dropped last Sunday about the Facebook
whistleblower on 60 minutes accusing the company of knowing that allowing user hate-speech was more
profitable for them, and then the big Facebook-Instagram-WhatsApp outage happened next day, I got out that
Zuckerberg 10:04 p.m. chart to see WhatsHappened. Progressed to Monday, October 6, 2021, I was gratified
to see his progressed Moon and p. Sun in a T-square with p. Neptune, in critical degree Zero Cardinal! WOHOO
that's a GOOOOOOOALL for rectification. Congratulations, Kannon McAfee! I hope you similarly stood on a
coffee table and shouted GOOOOOOOOOOAAAAAAL!!!!

As almost the perfect figure for a big
ole scandal, p. Sun opposite p.
Neptune is painful, but square p.
Moon you can almost hear his wife
yelling at him, "I TOLD YOU, MARK,
not to BLAH BLAH BLAH," making it
all that much worse. Or perhaps at
the same time, his pool flooded the
house when he took a nap after
sticking the hose in it to raise its
water level a few inches. (Anyone
remember Tom Snyder on The
Tomorrow Show telling how that
happened to him? Will never forget
his hilarious confession, and I’m
proud to get to use it in an eNews
issue.)
Mark Zuckerberg has been enjoying
his progressed Sun/Venus/Mercury
cluster sextile p. Makemake and
trine p. Pluto these past years, but
those exciting, power-soaked good
times are gone. Maybe he’ll find solid
ground when progressed Mercury takes
the lead and arrives trine p. Saturn and
opposite p. Jupiter (p. Venus and p. Sun
will follow). That will start in 2026. Maybe
he’ll fix Facebook by then.
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